Who is the author of Joshua Dread?
What happened on the day Joshua's 6th
period class got out early?
What was the name of the principal at
Joshua's school?
What machine had Joshua's dad been
working on in the backyard?
Who was Joshua's best friend?
Which teacher was going to give a quiz
when the class got dismissed because of
the weather?
What did an electronics store manager
use to fight off looters?
What town did Joshua live in?
What were Joshua's parents doing while
they floated in the intersection?
What was Joshua's mom's supervillian
costume?
What was Joshua's dad's supervillian
costume?
What are Joshua's parents called by the
public?
What is Joshua's mom's villian name?
What is Joshua's dad's villian name?
What did the Dread Duo set loose in
Washington DC?
What did the Dread Duo try to do to
California?
Who is the Dread Duo's arch-enemy?
What did the Dread Duo create to
neutralize the effects of the weather
alternator?
What radius was the limit of the Vortex of
Silence effect?

Lee Bacon
His parents tried to flood the earth.
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green one-piece armor body shield
and black eye mask.
gray jumpshoot with red gloves and
boots and silver goggles.
The Dread Duo
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How long did the Botanist give the
four hours
government to meet their demands before
they would destroy every continent on
earth?
What was Joshua's mom's normal job?
horticulture professor at the local
junior college
What was Joshua's dad's normal job?
stay at home inventor
What did the Dread Duo demand of the
a private jet filled with hundred dollar
government to stop them from flooding
bills
the world?
What was Captain Justice's hero
a tight silver jumpsuit and a shiny blue
costume?
cape
What was the only cereal Milton would
Frosted Fuel Flakes
eat?
What did Captain Justice do to the school Ripped the top off it
bus?
What kind of car did the Dread's drive?
Volvo
What kind of gun did Dr. Dread have?
a plasma gun
What did Captain Justice engage to
Shield of Honor
protect himself from the plasma gun ray?
What was the name of the net Captain
Net of Truth
Justice engaged to catch the Dread Duo?
What did Captain Justice crash into when Mr. Chow's Chinese Buffet
the tree threw him?
What was the name of Captain Justice's Spear of Freedom
spear?
What did Captain Justice almost throw at a piece of the wall of the Chinese
Dr. Dread that would have killed him?
restaurant
How did Joshua distract Captain Justice He asked to take a picture with him
so his dad could get away from him?
How many vitamins were advertised as
eight
enriching Frosted Fuel Flakes?
What was the name of the weather
Troy
reporter on the TV news?
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How was the Dread's house different from Extra-tall fence in the back yard,
other hourses?
invisible sensor beams around all the
doors and windows, and curtains on
the basement windows
Why did the Dreads have curtains on their To hide the zombies
basement windows?
What was Dr. Dread's first name?
Dominick
What kind of shoes did Captain Justice
Pegasus Shoes
advertise for?
What did Dr. Dread do to the family TV
Disintegrated it with his plasma gun
set?
What was the name of the toothbrush Dr. No Handz Wonderbrush
Dread invented?
What affliction did Joshua's mom accuse SADD - Supervillain Attention Deficit
his dad of having?
Disorder
How did the No Handz Wonderbrush hurt It brushed his eyeballs
Joshua?
What was the name of the mutant ficus
Micus
that Joshua's mom genetically
engineered?
What was Micus genetically engineered understand human language by
to do?
measuring the vibration in their voices
What did a Youtube video show
Him getting caught in the Net of Truth
happening to Dr. Dread?
Who were the two bullies that picked on Joey Birch and Brick Gristol
Joshua at school?
How many times was it rumored Brick
three times
Gristol had been held back?
Brick Gristol was the only kid in the 6th
Had a five-o-clock shadow and a
grade that .....(what?)
learner's permit
What did the t-shirt Brick was wearing say This Shirt is Made From 100%
on it?
Recycled Puppies
What did Bricka dn Joey threaten to do to Stuff him into a locker
Joshua?
What happened to Joshua's pencil when It exploded
he was in the middle of a math test?
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What happen ed to the carpet where
Joshua had been sitting while playing a
video game?
What was Milton's favorite food?
What did Milton and Joshua call the four
7th grade girls who sat together in the
cafeteria?
What did the Cafeteria Girls always do?
What did the Cafeteria Girls make fun of
on Jenny Allen?
What did the Cafeteria Girls make fun of
on James Wendler?
Where did the Cafeteria Girls say Maria
Rodriguez had stolen her shoes?
What was the name of the new 6th grade
girl?
Who said that Sophie Smith had 3
moviong vans full of flat-screen TVs
delivered to her house?
What protected Sophie Smith's house on
the outside of it?
Why did Joey and Brick always sit in the
middle of the classroom?
Who helped Joey pass his note to
Joshua?
What did Joshua have for 7th period?
Who was the American History teacher?
What was the American History class
project?
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curly fries
The Cafeteria Girls
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Criticized everyone in sight
her haircut

33
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a pimple
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from a homeless astronaut
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Sophie Smith

33

Daniel Clark

33

Guard towers with machine guns

34

It's the most beneficial spot for
cheating
Jade Watkins, Sam Berthold, and
Milton
American History
Ms. McGirt
a presentation with the DNLS (Date,
Name, Location, Significance) of a
historic event
What was the first clue Joshua had that The way she said her first and last
Sophie Smith wasn't who she said she
name---like she was trying to get used
was?
to it
What could Dr. Dread do with his
examine atomic particles without a
superpowered eyesight?
microscope
What was the Dread Duo's ultimate goal? To reboot the world--start over again
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What was the advice Dr. Dread gave to
Joshua about dealing with bullies?
What does GYFTED stand for?
When does the GYFT surface?
What was Joshua's gyft?
What book did Joshua's parents give to
him?
What event did Joshua's parents bring
him to?
What was the Vile Fair?
Who was Captain Justice rumored to be
having a romance with?
The valet tag stated they wouldn't be
responsible for items that were lost,
stolen, damanged, or
irreversibly....(what?)
What happened when the valet pointed a
device at the Dread's car and pushed a
button?
What did Klargon manufacture?
What was the V-List?
What kind of organic food did Rebecca
manufacture?
What did the Japanese villains
manufacture?
What are the drawbacks to having
zombies?

Punch the biggest guy in the nose
and then run
Genetic youth Fluctuation, Triggering
Extraordinary Development
Puberty stage of hormonal
develpoment
spontaneous combustion
The Handbook for Gyfted Children
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The Vile Fair

52

A big supervillain convention annually
held in New York City
Scarlett Flame

52

transformed

55

It shrunk to the size of a cell phone

56

capes
An Internet Dating Site for villains
mutant food

56
57
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laser cannons

57

they're impossible to control, have
insatiable appetite for brtains, and
terrible grooming habits
What were the artificial brains for zombies tofu
made from?
What was the advantage to the tofu
They didn't make them go on a wild
brains, rather than real brains?
killing frenzy
How many boxes of tofu brains did
three
Joshua's mom buy?
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What did the Siamese twin supervillains
have?
What was the name of the head of
VexaCorp Industries?
What objects did the Dreads own that
were manufactured by VexaCorp
Industries?
How many times had the Vile Fair been
held?
For how many years had Phineas Vex
been running VexaCorp?
By what percent did Phineas Vex
announce that international conflict had
risen?
VexaCorp motto...."We do our best so
you can do....(what?)"
What did Joshua realize was appealing
about the life of a supervillain?
What were the smoke monsters shaped
like?
What always happened right before the
smoke monsters made people disappear?

swords

58

Phineas Vex

59

hover scooters, utility belts, and
plasma guns

59

twelve

60

forty

60

What did Joshua slip on when he was
trying to escape from the smoke
monster?
What did Joshua throw at a smoke
monster at the Vile Fair?
What was the name of the magazine that
had stories about super heroes and
supervillains?
Who did Scarlett Flame fight on the roof
of the Empire State Building?
What was a zombie doing to Joshua's
mom in the photo the Super Scoop said
showed them kissing?

300%

60

your worst

61

power--a way to take control in an
uncontrollable world
humans

62

there was a flash of lightning

65

a pile of Cheswick's Vintage Villain
Uniforms

66

a fiery piece of tofu

69

Super Scoop

73

The Abominator

74

trying to bite her ear off
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What was the name of the Mexcian
supervillain?
What was the name of the 15 year old
supervillain?
What made Dr. Dread an actual doctor?
What did Sophie say she sometimes felt
like, because of moving so often?
What three things do you have to do in
order for your gyft to work?
What did Joshua try to practice his gyft
on?
What did Joshua concentrate his gyft on
in the mornings?
How did Joshua practice his gyft in PE?
What did did Joshua get to school early to
catch up on homework?
What did Brick do to Joey when Joey tried
to throw fire at him?
What restaurant did Milton want to meet
at to work on the history project?
What nasty thing did Sophie say had
happened at the Chilled Grease Diner?
Waht did Joshua notice about Sophie's
sleeve of her shirt?
What color eyes did Sophie have?
What did Sophie say was the difference
between gyfted boys and girls?
Where was Sophie the first time her gyft
revealed itself?
What happened when Sophie kicked the
soccer ball at the coach's minivan?
What happened to the piano Sophia was
playing?
What was Sophie's gyft?
What problem did Sophie's dad have that
made them have to move around a lot?
What was Joshua's mom's first name?

El Diablo Gigantico

74

nFinity

74

He had a PhD in engineering
luggage

75
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1) practice a lot 2) control your
emotions 3) focus your mind
A ceramic lawn gnome given to his
mom by his Aunt Linda
heating up his toast
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Tried burning up his gym shorts
Thursday

82
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Threw him into the girls bathroom

84

Chilled Grease Diner

88

A guy found a thumb in his omelet

88

There was a jagged rip in it

88

blue-gray
Girls develop their gyfts a little earlier
than boys.
Soccer practice
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It flipped over

90

She hit the keys too hard and it
collapsed
Superhuman strength
He had trouble keeping his identity a
secret--he enjoyed fame too much
Emily
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Why hadn't Joshua gone into his parents A zombie had tried to eat him
lab for six months?
What did Dr. Dread invent that allowed
Dreadoscope
users to create a 3D image of a magnified
object?
What were the smoke creatures made of? millions of tiny flying robots (nanobeings)
What was printed on the nano-being?
Z - Walking Smoke
What did the nano-beings create when
a portal
they swarmed?
What happened to people that were
They were teleported somewhere
zapped by the smoke monsters?
How did Dr. Dread capture some nanoThey got caught in the burning tofu
beings?
that Joshua threw at the smoke
monster
What was programmed on the chip inside tracking coordinates showing where it
the circuitry of the nano-being?
came from
Why couldn't Dr. Dread break into the
It was encased in a protective titanium
casing of the nano-being chip?
casing and if you broke the casing,
you broke the chip
What was the only way to access the chip zenoplyric acid to dissolve the
inside the nano-being?
titanium casing
Who made zenoplyric acid?
ChemiCo Labs
What did Milton hear was left in the home reject cookies from second period
ec room?
Where did Ms. McGirt say you could find chapter 8 of the textbook
most of the info about Abraham Lincoln?
What insect-like machines with silver skin Z - Firebottomed Rompers
and glowing eyes attacked Sophie,
Joshua, and Milton?
Where did Sophie tell Joshua and Milton in the center of the football field
to meet her if they got separated when
they were trying to escape the rompers?
What was the side effect of Sophie's gyft? She glowed
Who did Sophie call to pick up her,
Joshua, and Milton in the football field?
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What did Stanley drive?
A black hover SUV
What was the black hover SUV made of? titanium reinforced armor plating
What was Stanley?
Sophie's butler, driver, bodyguard
robot
What did Stanely call Sophie?
Miss Justice
What did Captain Justice rank at the top the Annual list of Highest Paid
of for 8 years in a row?
Superheroes
For how long had the Dread Duo been
ten years
trying to kill Captain Justice?
How did Joshua know the rompers were They had the same logo marked on
connected to the smoke monsters?
them
How many Dr. Pepper's could a human of 26.22 cans
Milton's size drink in a 2 hour period?
How many liquid ounces of Dr. Pepper
314.65 liquid ounces
could a human of Milton's size drink in a 2
hour period?
How many can's of Dr. Pepper did Milton 26 cans
ask for?
What did all the oil paintings in gold
Captain Justice
frames in the Justice home show?
What burritos did Captain Justice
Senor Loco's three-minute Mexican
endorse?
Feast
What was the Justice Jerky motto?
A super way to feel good and keep fit!
What was Captain Justice dressed in
A silver tracksuit and matching
when Joshua and Milton first met him?
headband
What were the machines Captain Justice exercise machines
was using that people thought were
torture devices?
How long did it take Captain Justice to do 15 minutes
all his exercises with his new machine?
What name did Captain Justice
Marlon
accidentally call Milton?
What photo did Milton examine in
A close-up shot of a strand of grass
Sophie's room?
with a row of buildings in the
background
What did Sophie do for a living?
Professional photographer
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What statue was beside a tall fireplace in
the Justice's home?
What did Joshua watch a man and dog
do in a surveillance video?
Who did Joshua hear Captain Justice
having a conversation with?
What toy did Fink say they were working
on for Captain Justice?
What did the Dread Deactomatic do?

What did Joshua do to distract a zombie
so he could get into the ChemiCo
building?
How many smoke monsters did Joshua
see surround his parents in the ChemiCo
building?
What parts of the ChemiCo building did
Joshua, Milton and Sophie search?
What did Captain Justice think that
Joshua had hidden in his pocket?
What did Joshua hide in his pocket from
ChemiCo labs?
What did Captain Justice say at ChemiCo
labs that annoyed Joshua?
How many deadbolts were on the Dread's
front door?
What had the Dreads done in their lab so
that Joshua would be able to access the
computer chip and track their location?
What does lat and lon stand for?
What was the latitude result from tracking
the chip?
What was the longitude result from
tracking the chip?
What city is located at latitude:
+45.262321, longitude: -69.012489?

a marble dog

141

scratch themselves

142

Fink

144

A plush toy as part of their Huggable
Heroes line
Deactivated all electronic gadgets,
including cell phones and walkie
talkies
Justice Jerky

144

four

154

Milton on the first floor, Sophie and
Joshua divided up the 2nd floor
Justice Jerky

165

zenoplyric acid

165

"Another evil scheme thwarted by
Captain Justice"
three

166

Labeled every step needed to run the
tracking sequence

175

latitude and longitude
45.262321
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-69.012489
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Carrolshire, Maine

148

153

173

176

What did Sophie find inside a box marked
'confidential'?
What did the new model of wrist band
have printed on it?
What secret had Milton kept for Joshua?
Why did people mistake Joshua for a girl
for a while?
Why couldn't Stanley drive the kids to
Carrolshire, Maine?

A brand-new model of silver wristband

177

Z - Multifunction Utility Band

177

He had a weird rash on his armpit
He grew his hair long

179
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He was programmed not to be able to
drive Sophie out of the county without
her dad's authorization
Why couldn't Milton's mom drive the kids She was hosting her book club
to Carrolshire, Maine?
How did Joshua, Sophie, and Milton get On Joshua's parents' hover scooters
to Carrolshire, ME?
What did Milton stuff his backpack with for Dr. Pepper, potato chips, and Justice
the trip to Carrolshire?
Jerky
What protected the old hotel in
silver robot birds
Carrolshire, Maine?
What saved Joshua from having his head His bike helmet
attacked by the robot birds?
What did Joshua imagine the robot birds Hot Pockets with Wings
looked like?
What was printed on the silver robot
Z - guard Bird
birds?
What was the name of the old,
Ocean View Hotel (spelled HOT L)
abandoned hotel?
What did the kids see parked in the dirt
a new red convertible
road in front of the Ocean View Hotel?
What sat at the bottom of the stairs near A pair of rusty iron gargoyles
the front door of the Ocean View Hotel?
What were in the bottom of the drained
supervillain uniforms and accessories
swimming pool in the Ocean View Hotel?
What possessions of the Abominator did His cape and spear
Joshua see in the bottom of the drained
swimming pool?
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Whose armor-plated gloves did Joshua
see in the bottom of the drained
swimming pool?
Where did the kids see a smoke creature
standing in the hotel?
What did the kids find behind the fireplace
they dug into in the old hotel?
What did the kids see lining the walls of
the underground lair, connected to wires
leading to a wall of glass?
How did Fink address Captain Justice?
What happened to Captain Justice and
Sophie when Fink pushed an app on his
cell phone?
Who was really behind the smoke
monsters capturing supervillains?
What did Phineus Vex have on his face?
What did Captain Justice try to engage in
order to break free from the cage Fink put
him into?
What did the energy field emitted by
Vex's red barrier do?
How did Fink describe the work he was
doing for Captain Justice?
What was the new name Fink came up
with for Captain Justice to make him more
modern?
How were all the comatose supervillains
dressed behind the glass wall?
Who did Fink arrange to have everything
connected to the disappearing villains
lead back to?
What weapon did Phineus Vex use to kill
people?
When did Phineus Vex plan to release the
villains?

Tesla the Terrible

191

next to a No Lifeguard On Duty sign

192

a tunnel

194

silver cannisters

197

Captain J
A glowing red wall formed a barrier
around them, trapping them
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Phineas Veg

200

a scar and an eye patch
Heat Beam of Honesty

202
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Neutralized all superpowers and
disabled any electronic devices
A rebranding effort
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Captain Justiz (with a z)

204

In identical white robes

204

Captain Justice - with everything
registered under Justiz Industries

205

a skull cane that glowed red

207

After he killed Captain Justice and
Sophie

207

203

What did Vex do to Fink?

Killed him with a beam of red light
from his skull cane
How did Vex say he was going to kill
By filling the neutralizing barrier
Captain Justice and Sophie?
trapping them with poisonous gas
What did Joshua finally do with the
Threw it, flaming, at Phineus Vex, but
Handbook for Gyfted Children?
it his a silver canister and exploded it
What did Milton do to save Joshua's life? Knocked him out of the way when
Phineus Vex aimed the glowing skull
eyes at him
What happened when Joshua pushed the A hatch opened in the floor and he fell
app icon of an open door?
through
What was below the hatch in the floor in spikes
the underground lair in the Ocean View
Hotel?
What happened when Joshua pushed the It lowered the wall containing the
app icon showing a square with three
supervillains
bars inside?
What happened when Joshua pushed the The stell restraints holding all the
icon on the phone that looked like
villains opened up
handcuffs?
What app finally shut down the red barrier the 'Z' app
and saved Captain Justice and Sophie
from being poisoned?
What does Phineas Vex NOT have?
superpowers
What letter was formed on Phineas Vex's The letter 'T'
face when he got cut?
Who had Phineas Vex killed?
Sophie's mother
What hologram did Captain Justice
Protective Umbrella of Virtue
engage to protect the villains from the
falling ceiling?
What was located next to the launchpad an emergency exit
in the underground lair?
What happened to the Ocean View Hotel It burned to the ground
in the end?
Why didn't Captain Justice have the
They hadn't done anything wrong-villains arrested?
that time
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How did Joshua describe what happened
to him when the light shot out of his
fingers and time stood still?
What two words did Captain Justice's
license plate break into?
Where did Captain Justice, Sophie, and
her mom go skiing for her 10th birthday?
How did Sophie's mom die?
Why did Phineas Rex kill Sophie's mom?
Where did Captain Justice get his
hologram weapons?
Where were Captain Justice's wristbands
assembled?
Who came up with the names for Captain
Justice's hologram weapons?
What machine did Dr. Dread to brush
hair?
What did the No Handz WonderGroom do
to Dr. Dread?
Why did zombies break into a health food
store?
What was school lunch on Monday?
What did James Wendler say he would
give Milton for his copy of Super Scoop
signed by Captain Justice?
What did Joshua call the Cafeteria girl
dressed in pink camouflage?
Who did Commando Barbie say were
Sophie's parents?
What did Sophie ask the Cafeteria girls
for?
What did Sophie do to the silverware the
Cafeteria girls gave her?
What had Joey and Brick turned Joshua
into with the tetherball?

Like his Gyft took over

230

JUST and ICE

233

Colorado

237

Someone planted a bomb in her car
To intimidate her dad (Captain
Justice)
From an engineering firm in California
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China

239

Captain Justice's public relations
department
No Handz WonderGroom

239

Gave him a bald spot

243

To eat all the tofu

243

Meat Surprise
his chocolate milk for the rest of the
year
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Commando Barbie

246

The Dread Duo

247

silverware

248

squashed it with her hands

249

Tether-Joshua

251

239

243

What saved the 5th grader from Joey and a zombie
Brick?
What was the zombie in the school
A Hawaiian shirt, khaki slacks, a snow
courtyard wearing?
boot, a sandal, silver and gold
bracelets, a cowboy hat, and a pair of
avaiator sunglasses
What drill was practiced at Joshua's
zombie drill
school a few times each year?
What did Joshua try to tempt the zombie Meat Surprise
at school with?
What did the Dread Duo do to the zombie Show it with a tranquilizer dart
in the school courtyard to capture it?
How did Joshua know his parents had left His dad was still wearing his house
in a hurry to capture the zombie at
slippers.
school?
What did Joshua's mom usually do after Cleaned her hands with hand
handling zombies?
sanitizer
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